


CTET Syllabus For English Paper 1 Primary Stage 2023

a) Language Comprehension – 15 Questions

Reading unseen passages – two passages and one prose

or drama and one poem with questions on

comprehension, and solutions.

GA

GA

Question 1



CTET Syllabus For English Paper 1 Primary Stage 2023

b) Pedagogy of Language Development -15 Questions

 Learning and acquisition

 Principles of language Teaching

 Role of listening and speaking; function of language

 Role of Grammar or Critical Perspective in Learning for

communication of ideas in written or verbal form.

GA

GA

Question 1



CTET Syllabus For English Paper 1 Primary Stage 2023

b) Pedagogy of Language Development - 15 Questions

 Challenges of teaching language in a diverse classroom;

 Language Skills

 Evaluating language comprehension proficiency, speaking,

listening, reading, and writing

 Teaching-learning materials: Textbook, multi-media

materials, multilingual resource of the classroom

GA

GA

Question 1



CTET Syllabus For English Paper 2 Elementary Stage 2023

a) Language Comprehension – 15 Questions

Reading unseen passages – two passages, one prose or drama

and one poem with questions on comprehension, inference,

grammar, and verbal ability (Prose passage may be literary,

scientific, narrative, or discursive)

GA

GA

Question 1



CTET Syllabus For English Paper 2 Elementary Stage 2023

b) Pedagogy of Language Development – 15 Questions

 Learning and acquisition

 Principles of language Teaching

 Role of listening and speaking; function of language and how

children use it as a tool

 A critical perspective on the role of grammar in learning a

language for communicating ideas verbally and in written form

GA

GA

Question 1



CTET Syllabus For English Paper 2 Elementary Stage 2023

b) Pedagogy of Language Development – 15 Questions

 Challenges of teaching language in a diverse classroom; language

difficulties, errors, and disorders

 Language Skills

 Evaluating language comprehension and proficiency: speaking,

listening, reading and writing

 Teaching-learning materials: Textbook, multi-media materials,

multilingual resource of the classroom

GA

GA

Question 1



CTET Syllabus For English Paper 2 Elementary Stage 2023

b) Pedagogy of Language Development – 15 Questions

 Remedial Teaching

 Formulating appropriate questions for assessing readiness levels of

learners; for enhancing learning and critical thinking in the

classroom and for assessing learner achievement.

 Alternative conceptions of learning in children, understanding

children’s ‘errors’ as significant steps in the learning process.

GA

GA

Question 1



Which part of the following sentence contains an error ? 

He knew (a) that he will (b) go back (c) on his promise (d) .

(1) (a)

(2) (b)

(3) (c)

(4) (d) CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

GA

REPLACE WILL WITH WOULD



Read the poem given below and answer the questions that follow by

selecting the correct/most appropriate options : CTET 2021 Paper 1

I think that I shall never see

A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest

Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast;

A tree that looks at God all day,

And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

But only God can make a tree. 

GA

GA



Read the poem given below and answer the questions that follow by

selecting the correct/most appropriate options : CTET 2021 Paper 1

A tree that may in Summer wear

A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;

Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me,

GA

GA



The poem is called "Trees" and it was written by Joyce

Kilmer in 1913. The theme of the poem is the beauty

and wonder of nature, specifically the majesty and

importance of trees. The speaker marvels at the tree's

natural beauty and its spiritual significance as a symbol

of connection to God.

GA

GA



The poem's meaning lies in the contrast between the tree's

natural splendor and the limitations of human creativity.

The speaker acknowledges that while humans can create

works of art, they cannot replicate the natural beauty and

wonder of a tree, which only God can create.

GA

GA



The speaker also suggests that humans should appreciate and

respect the natural world rather than trying to control or

dominate it. The poem encourages us to take a moment to

pause and appreciate the simple beauty of the natural world

and the importance of preserving it for future generations.

GA

GA



The tree presses its mouth against the sweet earth’s

flowing breast to

(1) express its gratitude to it.

(2) draw sustenance from it.

(3) draw inspiration from it.

(4) express its love for it.

CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

(2) draw sustenance from it.



The tree prays to God by

(1) swinging its branches.

(2) lifting her arms.

(3) producing fruit and flowers.

(4) providing shade to travelers.                      

CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

(2) lifting her arms.



Which of the following statements is not true in the context

of the poem ?

(1) The tree welcomes the snow on its bosom.

(2) The tree symbolizes strength and stability.

(3) The tree allows birds to build their nests in it.

(4) It lives closely with rain

CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

(2) The tree symbolizes strength and stability.



Name the figure of speech used in lines 3 and 4.

(1) Simile

(2) Personification

(3) Metonymy

(4) Alliteration

CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

(2) Personification



Identify and name the figure of speech used in

‘Poems are made by fools like me’.

(1) Metaphor

(2) Personification

(3) Simile

(4) Hyperbole

CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

(3) Simile



The word, ‘mouth’ in line 3 refers to the

________ of the tree.

(1) crown

(2) branches

(3) trunk

(4) roots

CTET 2021 Paper 1

GA

(4) roots 




